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1. Introduction
The theorem of the alternative
are two companion

theorems

and Acti vi ty Analys is (1),

and Tucker's

frequently
[2].

key-theorem

used in Operations

Research

The theorem of the alternative

states that of the two linear systems
Bx > 0

and
T
B n

=

0, n ~ 0, n

*

one and only one has a solution.

0
The key-theorem

states that the

linear system
T

.Bx ~ 0, B n
always has a solution.
these theorems
The extension

for arbitrary

orderings

of the key-theorem

convenient

approach

by Duffin

[4].

it is possible

be restricted
ternative
requisites

to obtain by simple

lemma, all the different
which occur in the

linear programming

the validity

to finite-dimensional

sake of uniformity
treat a generalized

seems to

spaces the theorem of the alWe state the pre~

space, though the results proper

are all formulated
version

as initiated

of the key-theorem

holds for more general linear spaces.
for a reflexive

of the

We also obtain in this way a very

to generalized

Whereas

of

induced by convex cones.

of the theorem of the,alternative
(see e.g. [3]).

analogue

From our extension

mainly based on Farkas'

literature

a general

does not seem to have been con-

literature.

theorem of the alternative

versions

0, n ~ 0, Bx+n > 0

Below we discuss

sidered up to now inthe

substitutions,

=

in

mn.

for the

As an application

of the linear vector-maximum

we

problem.
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2. Prerequisites
~

Let ~

y*

be a reflexive space, ~

its dual.

denote the pairing between E;EY. * and xE)S by

n
As in lR we

Let Pe X

E; Tx.

be a nonvoid, convex cone (i.e. x,yEP - ~x+~yEPV~~O,p~O).
The polar of P is defined as

p+ is a closed, nonvoid, convex cone.

We list some well-known

..properties of polars which we need in the sequel.

P, Q denote

convex cones.
"Q
Pe-

i)

p+....
Q+.
..J

ii)

where (~) denotes the Cartesian product of P and Q.
iii)
where P denotes the topological closure of P.
iv)

Let A: X -'1tbe a continuous linear transformation,

AT its adjoint, and A-1 its (multivalued) inver~e, AQ = {AxlxEQ}
and A-1P = {xIAxEP}.

Then
(AQ)+ = (AT)-1Q+,

',,(A;"lp)+
= ATp+

(Farkas' lemma).

The first statement merely expresses theequality of nT(Ax) and
,(AT n)Tx; the second statement follows then from iii) and ATT = A.
As special cases of the above we have

rn -Q)+ = P++Q+ .

(n
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v)

Let QO*~ (Qo the topological interior of Q).

Then

pnQo=~ implies the existence of ~*O with ~EP-nQ+ (weak separation theorem).

vii)

Let P be closed.

Sometimes we shall make the simplify-

ing assumption that AP is again closed.

This assumption will be

true, for example, if A is nonsingular .

In]Rn itwill

be true if

P is polyhedral, i.e., is of the for,m
P = {xlBx ::;
O} or P = {xix = Cu, u ~ O}
(both definitions are equivalent according to theorems of Minkowski
and Weyl).

If P is polyhedral, then AP and AP

and a fortiori closed.

are also polyhedral

Otherwise the literature seems to be poor

on practical conditions ensuring that a linear transform of a closed
cone is again closed.
3. Theorems
In all what follows the setting is a finite-dimensional linear
space.
Theorem 1

(theorem of the alternative):

convex cones with QO*~.

Let P, Q be nonvoid

Then exactly one of the following two sy-

stems (1), (2) has a solution:
o

(1 )

xEP, xEQ ;

(2)

~EP , ~EQ , ~*O.

-

Proof:

+

If (1) has a solution, then (2) has no solution, since

otherwise xEP and ~EP- implies ~Tx S 0, whereas xEQo and ~EQ+'{O}
implies ~Tx > 0, by vi).
solutionby

If (1) has no solution, then (2) has a

the weak separation theorem v).

Theorem 2

(key-theorem):

cones with Q-P being closed.

Let P, Q be nonvoid, closed, convex
Then the system (3) has a solution:
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(3)

xEP, xEQ, EEP-, EEQ+, x+EE(Q+Q+)o.
Proof:

+

Let K, = Q+Q ~

If K, would have empty interior,

then, since situated in Rn, it wotild be contained in a hyperplane H.
+
+
.
+
The polar K, = Q nQ would, by 1), contain H , which is a line~ But
then Q-nQ would also contain this line; this is impossible since
Q-nQ = {O}.

ThereforeK, is not empty.

Let K

= (pnQ)+(Q+np-).
Z
If the theorem would be wrong we would have K~ * ~, K~nKz = ~, and

therefore, by v), the existence of t*O with
-

-

+

+

tEK, = ,Q n-Q, tEKZ = (PnQ) n (Q-P) .
tEQ-P means the existence of pEP with tEQ~{p}; but then pEQ-{t},
and this implies, since -tEQ, that pEQ+Q=Q.

Thus pEPnQ, and con-

Since, however, tE(PnQ) + and tEQ - , it fol-

sequently tEQ-(PnQ).

lows tTt ~ 0, contradicting t*O.
4. Corollaries
We call two systems of conditions dual to each other, if one
and only one is consistent.

(') and (Z) are examples of dual sy-

sterns. We derive some more of these.
cussion let A, B, C denotelinear

In the remainder of our dis-

transformations and P, Q, S non-

void convex'cones having the properties
P

closed,

QO * ~,
S
Corollary ,:

closed, (S+)o * ~.

The following two systems are dual:
".

(4)

0

....
AxEP, BxEQ ;

(S)

BTnEATp-, nEQ+.....
{O}.
Proof:

(4) is equivalent to yEV

stem, by theorem'

==

B (A-,P), yEQo.

and iv), is dual to nEV-

The latter is equivalent to (5).
,,'

==

This sy-

(BT)-'ATp-, nEQ+.....
{O}.
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By the same substitution which led from theorem 1 to corollary 1 we may conclude from theorem 2 that the system
T

-,.-:-

AxEP, BxEQ, B nEAP

+

+

°

, nEQ , Bx+nE(Q+Q )

always has a solution, provided Q,

v •• B(A-1P),

(Qo may be empty here).

= 0 resul ts in Tucker' s theorem.

Corollary 2:

Setting A

Let V ••C (A-1 P) be closed.

Q-V, P are closed

Then the following

two systems are dual:
(6)

AxEP, CxES":"{O};

(7)

C Z;
EA P , Z;
E (S ) •

T:-T:"="

Proof:

+

0

(6) is equivalent to zEV, zES":"{O}. This system

may be identified with (2). Its dual, according to (1),
T -11""="
. + )0 . This is equivalent to (7).
tEV- :••(C)
A P , Z;E(S

is

If we drop the closedness assumption on V, then we can
merely ascertain that (6) is dual to
(7')

CTtE ATp-+CTS-, Z;E(S+)o.

. 1ng Q --JRk.
Th 1S0 f 11ows from th e nex t coro 11ary upon se ttO
o

Corollary 3:

Thetwo

systems (8), (9) are dual:
o

.

AxEP, BxEQ , CxES'{O};

(8)

(9)

and/or
(b)
Proof:

fixed.

BTn+CTZ;E ATp-+CTS-, nEQ+, Z;E(S+)o.

Assurne that (8) has no solution.

Choose Z;E(S+)o

According to vi) CxES'{O} is equivalent to CxES, z;TCx >

o.

Therefore with (8) the system
XEV,

(Q )0

BT ] xE .
" r; C;
lR+

[

has no solution either, where V = (A-1p)n(c-1S), JR+ ={AE

JRIA ~ O}.
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According to corollary 1 the dual system
BTn+CT~~EV-, nEQ+, ~ ~ 0, (n,~)
has a solution, where V

=

ATp-+CTS- by iv).

*

0

If ~

=

0 this

means that (9a) has a solution; if ~ > 0 we may normalize

~ = 1, obtaining thereby a solution of (9b). Thus, if (8)
has no solution, (9) has a solution.

Conversely (8) and (9)

cannot have.solutions at the same time.
from vi).

This follows readily

For example (8) and (9b) together result in the con-

tradicting inequalities nTBx+~TCx S 0 [since xEV, BTn+CT~EV-],
nTBx ~ 0 [since BxEQ, nEQ+], ~TCx > 0 [since CxES'{O}, ~E(S+)o] .
. Thus (8) and (9) are dual.
We see from the proof that ~ in (9)may
sidered as being variable.

or may not be con-

We also note that (9b) is dual to

the system AxEP, BxEQ o ,CxES.

If the latter is supposed to have

a solution, then (8) and (9a) are dual.
If ATp-+CTS- is closed, then, because of CTS++CT(S+)o =
,- CT(S+)6, (9) can be written as
(a)

o = AT~+BTn+CT~, ~EP+, nEQ+'{O}, ~ES+
and/or

(9')
(b)

o = A T~+BT n+CT ~, ~EP+ , nEQ+ , ~E(S+ )0.

Ne turn to the case of inhomogeneous systems ..
Corollary 4:

The following two systems are dual:

Ax+aEP, Bx+bEQ o ;

(10)

+

(11 )

nEQ , ~ ~ 0, (n,~)

*

O.

Under the assumption that Ax+aEP has a solution the condition
(n,~)

*

0 in (11) may be,replaced by n

*

O.
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Proof:

(10) is equivalent with
BX+bA)
A E

Ax+aAEP, (
.

Q
(lR)
,
0

+

which is dual to (11), by corollary 1.

I fAx+aAEP ,.A > 0 has

a solution, then the dual system

has no solution.
with n

=I:

This means that (11) can be satisfied only

o.

5. The vector-maximum problem: an application.
We apply corollary 4 to a generalized versionof
vector-maximum problem [5].
r

=

the linear

Ne define the sets

{bIAx+aEP, Bx+b=O},

'where b is considered nowas

being variable.

We call bEr

Q.minimal, ib b-b ~ _Qo vbEr ; we call ~E6 Q-maximal, if
.b-o ~ QOVbE6.

The following can be said:

T

Proof:

Since (~) E [A,a]-1p

5

V and (BTn) E V
bZn

we have

(bz-b1)Tn = b~n + xTBTn = (XT,1)(B~n) ~ 0,
bZn

Z)

0 E r, b-o ~ _Qo VbEf ~ 0 E 6.
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Proof:

The system Ax+aEP, Bx+5EQo has no solution.

According to corollary 4 the system
BTn
.)..
[AT]P - , nEQ + , p ~ 0, (n,p)
T
E.
Ta
.(1) n+p
has a solution.

*

0

But since the system Ax+aEP, Bx+5=0 has a

solution, i say, we have

therefore v = 0, and 5Eß.
From 1) and 2) follows
Theorem 3:

Let 5Er.

Then 5 is Q-minimal if .and only if

bEß (equivalently: if and only if 5 is Q-maximal).
3)
from r

Under a certain closedness assumption we may infer

*~

and ß

*~

that rnß

*~.

Let n be feasible for ß.

The argument runs as foliows:

With p = BTn it is sufficient to

show that the system
T

(12)

Ax+aEP, (_:T ) E [~T]Px

has a solution x, for b = -Bx is then in rnß.

The system

-ATw

(13)

+ po = 0
Az + ao E P
w
E P
0 ~ 0
T
aTw + p z
> 0

cannot have a solution.

0 >

0 would result in the contradiction

- 9 -

o = 0 would result in

o ~

wT(Ax+a) = aTw > _pTz
But since pEATp- and ZEA-1P

for any x which is feasible for r.

we must have pTz ~ 0, again a contradiction.

According to corol-

lary 1 the system
a'
p

0

I

0

'3f

0

AT

0

0

P

pT

aT

0

1

P

-A
E

0

lR_

dual to (13), has then a solution.

If we can omit here the

closure operation, this means that
T

Ax+aEP, (PT,

:-p

has a solution.

) E [AT]p-, ~ ~ 0
x+~

a

As under 2) we conclude that ~ = 0, and (12)

has a solution.
Note:

If b is a scalar, then we may replace theorem 3 by

the more general statement that
b = inf {b I Ax+aEP, Bx+b=O}
,if and only if

provided the inf is finite and Ax+aEP has a solution.
follows readily from the duality of'the two systems
Ax+aEP, Bx+b > 0
and

This

-
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